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Class Title: Surrealism in Art (10 Sessions)
Date: 01/16/2017
Site: CIM 12:30-3:30
Teaching Artist: Catherine French
This is a:
Revision to Current Class

Overview of class
Using acrylic paint, this class is designed to cover different aspects and interpretations of
surrealist art. Projects will involve personal reflection and inspiration drawn from positive
aspects of life, as well as from each other and the artists we discuss. We will work
collaboratively as a group to give feedback on each individuals work. In addition to that, we will
also look at and discuss Surreal art, both modern and contemporary. The goal is to create a body
of abstract work that represents who you are and how you have grown while also connecting it to
modern and contemporary art.
Essential Question/ Theme
What makes you who you are? Abstraction/ Self-awareness/ Perspective
Student learning outcomes
•

Creativity/ Imagination: Participants will create work that requires delving into their
creativity and imagination in order to capture components of surrealism. Their work will
be uniquely their own, whether it was inspired by of the pieces we look at or from their
own mind.

•

Cultural/ Historical: Each week we will discuss a new surrealist artist, including Salvador
Dali, Rene Magritte, Frida Kahlo, Chris Buzelli, PichiAvo, Jacek Yerka, and Vladimir
Kush. Participants will either sketch or write about the work, and we will have a short
discussion about it before getting into the project.

•

Reflection/ Critique: After participants finish with their pieces, we will have time to look
over them and reflect on topics such as: what stood out? What were their thought behind

certain artistic decisions? Do any of the pieces mean something to someone? And the
overall process of creating a painting inspired by surrealism.

Student learning goals:
•
•
•
•
•

By the end of the session, participants should have a clearer understanding about what
surrealism is and the kind of work that falls under that movement
Participants will become more familiar with different surreal artists, which they sketched
and discussed at the beginning of each class
Through discussion, participants will further their understanding about art by talking
about it, including how to communicate about their own work and others’ work
Participants will have the basic skills to work with acrylic paint, and the technicalities
that come with it such as how to mix, how to manipulate it, what types of brushes to use,
and how to care for the supplies
Participants will be able to create their own surreal paintings, as well as develop their
own unique style of painting throughout the session

Materials
Pencils

Handouts

Watercolor

Acrylic paint

Brushes

Palettes

Mixed media paper/ canvas board

Paper towels

Course Outline
Participants will be given an image of work relevant to the project to look at at the beginning the
class, they will then sketch it or write about it, and we will discuss it before starting the project.
Participants will create a piece based off of the topic of the day and in tune with the overall
theme of the class. Classes in which the participants finish the work will have a critique at the
end, and classes in which the work is unfinished will have a discussion about the progress of the
work.
Week 1 Strength
12:30-1:00 Discussion: Chris Buzelli, contemporary surrealist
artist Strength in Numbers
1:00- 2:45Project: As a way to get to know one another,
participants will choose symbols that represent their strengths
and recreate them on paper, making a cohesive piece
combining elements of themselves
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Question to consider: what motivates you to use your strengths
in everyday life?

Week 2 Combination
12:30-1:00 Discussion: PichiAvo, graffiti mixed with classical art.
1:00-2:45 Project: Participants will each select four random images; two surreal objects and
two abstract. They will then create a painting combining all the images in one form or another.
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: What makes you capable of seeing images that aren’t really there?

Week 3 Dreams
12:30-1:00 Discussion: Jacek Yerka Dream both the 2004 and 2011 editions
1:00-2:45 Project: Participants will work on creating a dream world out of watercolor paint, and
focus on using colors calming to them.
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: In what ways can your dream become a reality?

Week 4 Description
12:30-1:00 Discussion: Rene Magritte Personal Values
1:00-2:45 Project: Participants will look at surreal work that others have added their own twist
on. They will then recreate this but add elements of themselves into the work instead of copying
the work. 2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: What are the objects that you personally value? Why and what makes them have meaning?

Week 5 Memory
12:30-1:00 Discussion: Salvador Dali Persistence of Time
1:00-2:45 Project: Participants will use the acrylic paint to create a painting in a surrealist style
that is inspired by a memory that they’ve had.
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: What motivates or interests us to look at others’ art? Why?

Week 6
12:30-1:00 Discussion: Vladimir Kush Diary of Discoveries
1:00-2:45 Project: Participants will create their own painting that is representational of their idea
of freedom, or what that word means to them. In addition they will create an acronym for
freedom made up of either motivational phrases or words
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: What does the word freedom mean to you?

Week 7 Instinct
12:30-1:00 Discussion: Frida Kahlo Self-Portrait with
Thorn Necklace and Hummingbird
1:00-2:45 Project: Participants will create a rendition of
themselves represented by a living organism other than
human. It will be an in-human self portrait
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: What do you think makes your perspective different
from other humans and other species?

Week 8 & 9 Self-Reflection
12:30-1:00 Self-portraits of various contemporary artists
1:00-2:45 Project: On canvas board, participants will
create a self-portrait in any way that they like, it can be
representational, abstract, cubist, or inspired by any
styles that have been seen throughout the class. They
will have 2 class periods to work on it.
2:45-3:30 Clean up/ reflection
Q: How has art or has art influenced who you are today?

Week 10
Portfolio Review/ Certificate ceremony

